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Technology-based industrial markets are increasingly characterized by collaborative business-to-business relationships in new product development (NPD) (Ojanen and Hallikas, 2009). While business-to-business relationships become increasingly long-term and each relationship is part of a network of relationships, the rate of partner dissatisfaction and alliance termination in the early years of the partnership is still high (e.g., Bleeke and Ernst, 1993; Harrigan, 1985; Kogut, 1989). Thus, one of the challenges faced by organizations is to handle this complex network of NPD relationships (Johnston, Clark, and Shulver, 2012) and at the same time increase the efficiency and the effectiveness of collaborations. Managers seek guidance on how to manage their NPD partnerships (De Ruyter, Moorman, and Lemmink, 2001), as ineffective relationship management is a major contributor to new product failure in such a setting (Nesse and Skjelnes, 1994).

Relationship management in times of open innovation has been shifting its focus from dyadic relationships to network of relationships. Thus, the partnership network with its temporal and spatial perspectives becomes the new unit of analysis and new trade-offs for organizations emerge as relevant. Organizations have to choose between (1) exclusive or shared partnership, i.e. choose between secure IP due to the developed trust and access to distributed knowledge; (2) have previous history with a partner or build a new
relationship with a new partner, i.e. trust and efficiency with old partners against a new partner fitting the concrete problem (path-dependency); (3) proximate partners or long-distance partners, i.e. utility against fit with the problem.

Though a large body of literature deals with how NPD partnerships influence performance and innovation (Ahuja, 2000; Gulati, 1995; Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996), the effects of specific partnership characteristics on NPD performance remains less studied. This research is concerned with how these factors - previous partnership, exclusivity, and proximity - influence the NPD testing costs. We also include product innovativeness, outsourcing, and portfolio complexity as relevant moderating factors influencing the NPD partnership costs.

In developing the theoretical framework for this analysis, we mostly rely on the relational view in the strategic management literature (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Idiosyncratic inter-firm linkages are seen as source of firm competitive advantage because they are difficult to imitate or acquire (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Gulati, 1998; Powell, Koput, and Smith-Doerr, 1996). Heavily influenced by the transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1985), the relational view indicates how informal social control (e.g. trust) is a supplement to formal controls and eases the complicated transaction between the parties avoiding detailed formal agreements (Håkansson and Henders, 1992). Developing trust between partners contributes to reducing transactional uncertainty. The economic value of trust is the minimization of transaction-costs and the enhancement of efficiency (De Jong and Woolthuis, 2008; Dyer and Chu, 2003). Thus, the relational view inspires hypotheses on how the above-mentioned partnership characteristics influence the testing costs.

The developed hypotheses were tested on R&D partnership data in the pharmaceutical industry, where pharmaceutical companies (the sponsors) engage in testing new developed drugs with hospitals (the sites) and third parts (contract research organizations) in business-to-business relationships and have the goal of minimizing the partnership costs. We used a proprietary Pharmaceutical Investigators Cost Assessment Service (PICAS) database provided by Medidata Solution, Inc. The PICAS database contains 27,500 protocols and more than 260,000 negotiated investigator grant agreements between 200 sponsors and sites collected from 1990 to 2010. The sample includes a broad area of pharmaceutical firms, which constitute the core of the global industry. We
conducted a multilevel and longitudinal regression analysis of the data. Over the last two years, we also interviewed more than 20 experts in the pharmaceutical industry, who were actively involved in testing new drugs. We used the accumulated knowledge to both validate our arguments leading to the hypotheses and to substantiate our discussion based on our results.

This work contributes to the NPD theory as it identifies the network related factors affecting the NPD testing costs and reveals the role of the partnership stability in decreasing these costs. Moreover, the findings are of value to practitioners involved in cost control of new product testing and any practitioner dealing with partnership management.
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